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This tutorial packet is a shortened freebie that is part of my Learn French Beading:
Beginner Course, which covers just the techniques included in the course. To access the
full course with practice flower patterns and instructions for making an arrangement
and a bouquet, you will need to purchase either the PDF or Print book version. See my
website for details - BeadandBlossom.com
Videos for the course will be published on my YouTube Channel one at a time over the
course of several months. - http://www.youtube.com/c/BeadBlossom
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LESSON ONE: CONTINUOUS LOOPS
TERMS TO REMEMBER
• Continuous Loops
• CL
• Continuous
• Tail Wire
• Working Wire
• Spacer Beads
• Unit Stem Wire
• Reinforce

Continuous Loops (sometimes abbreviated as CL) are the simplest
technique used in French Beading. Simply put, they are a series of beaded
loops. Whenever you see the word Continuous in a technique name, it
means that you will be making multiple petals, sepals, leaves, etc. on the
same length of wire. There are several continuous techniques that you will
learn in this course.
The way patterns are written or formatted may differ from one designer
to the next, but they will all have the same bits of information. Every
pattern should tell how many units to make, how many loops are in each
unit, and how many beads are in each loop. Some patterns may use a
measurement rather than a numerical bead count. A pattern using
Continuous Loops will look something like this:

Make 1: 5x CL using 1 ¼ inches (3.2 cm) beads each

For this exercise, use 26 or 24 gauge wire
with approximately 1 gram of size 11/0
seed beads. Follow the sample pattern
above.

Photo 1

Photo 2
1. String all the beads onto the wire, leaving the wire attached to the
spool.
2. At the beginning of the wire, leave a small section of the wire
bare before making any loops - usually 2-3 inches (5 - 7.6 cm)
unless the pattern states a specific length. This tail wire will
become part of the unit stem wire, which will be used to attach
the loops to the flower’s stem wire during assembly. The other
end of the wire, which is strung with beads and feeds directly to
the spool is referred to as the working wire. This is the wire
you’ll use to make the loops.
3. Measure 1 ¼ inch (3.2 cm) of beads from the spool (Photo 1).
4. Fold the beads into a loop, keeping tension on the beads with your
thumb and forefinger so gaps don't appear between the beads
(Photo 2).

Photo 3

5. Keep your fingers in place holding onto both wire ends below the
loop of beads. Then twist the loop one to two full rotations (2-4
twists - I usually do 3 twists.) with the other hand to twist the
wires together below the loop (Photo 3). You should not twist the
wires down any further unless specifically instructed to do so in a
pattern.

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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Photo 4

Photo 5

6. Measure out another 1 ¼ inch (3.2 cm) beads on the working wire for the next loop. (Photo 4)
7. Leave a small gap in the wire between loops - around �⁄�� of an inch (4.8 mm). Form the beads into a loop
by twisting the wires beneath two full rotations (Photo 5).
NOTE: Making loops too close together makes them bunch up on top of each other (which you usually don’t
want). In contrast, leaving too much space will make the unit too wide and the petals too far apart. Leaving
too much space will make the central hole in the middle of the unit too large for the flower center.
8. Continue making loops until there are five total (Photo 6). The
petals should be in a somewhat straight line.
9. Most of the time, you’ll close this line of loops into a circle. To
close it, cross the working wire over the first loop (Photo 7).
Wrap around the twisted wires below this loop once, then bring
the working wire to the underside of the unit. After closing the
unit, measure the working wire to 2 or 3 inches (5 - 7.6 cm) and
cut from the spool.
10. Twist the beginning tail wire and working wire together on the
underside of the unit (Photo 8). You don’t need to twist all the
way down, just an inch or so (2.5 cm) will do. Try to keep the
twists nice and smooth. Any lumps in this wire will show on the
flower stem.

Photo 6

The “face” of the finished CL unit is shown in Photo 9.

Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

The twisted wire beneath the petal unit is called the Unit Stem Wire. Do not cut it off! You’ll need it to
attach the petals to the flower stem. But do trim the two wires to different lengths. This will ensure that the
wires will end at different points on the flower stem, which helps the stem taper down in width slowly rather
than at all once.

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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Centering the Stem Wires
You will often be making units with a larger number of loops,
which may need to be closed differently. As you can see in Photo
10, after wrapping the working wire around the first petal to close
the unit it leaves both the tail and working wires off to the side.
With fewer petals this isn't a problem since the wires are still near
the center of the unit. With a larger number of loops it pulls the
stem wires further away from the center, which makes it harder to
center the unit on the flower stem. It also means the far side across
from the wires doesn’t have as much support and may be more
inclined to droop. To fix this, we need to re-position the wires so
they are closer to the center. You won’t always need to do this.
When in doubt, wait until assembly. Then when it’s time to add that
unit, test it on the stem to see if the wire position allows for the unit
to be centered on the flower stem. If not, remove it and center the
wires.
NOTE: A pattern may or may not tell you to center the unit stem
wires as I’m not sure other designer use this concept, so it will
largely be up to your own personal judgment.
Photo 10
1. Cross the working wire over the first petal and wrap around it once, just like you would with a smaller
unit.
2. Then cross the working wire over the bottom (or top, it doesn’t matter which) of the unit and wrap it
around a petal on the opposite side (Photo 11).
3. Bring the working wire back to the underside of the unit and the tail and working wires should be on
opposite sides, as shown in Photo 12.
4. To finish, bring both wires together in the center and twist them together to make a centered unit stem
wire (Photo 13).

Photo 11
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Spacer Beads
You may come across a pattern that calls for the use of Spacer Beads. These are beads that are left on
the wire between loops. Their primary purpose is to conceal wire that might otherwise be visible on the face
of a flower. Spacer beads can be used with any continuous technique.
Simply count out the number of Spacer Beads required onto the working wire and position them directly
after the first loop, then measure the beads for the second loop. Because one purpose of a spacer bead is to
conceal the wire, leave just enough wire space to make the twists. This way, the next loop will sit directly
beside the spacer beads. Photos 14-16 show a continuous loop unit that uses two Spacer Beads between
loops and after the last loop.

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 14

Reinforcing Continuous Units
Sometimes larger continuous units will
need extra support so the petals don’t become
floppy. To reinforce them, close the unit into a
circle by wrapping around the first loop. Then
continue wrapping or weaving the working
wire around the twisted wires below each of
the individual petals until you reach the
starting point again. This will not only add
extra support to individual petals, but also
makes the whole unit more sturdy. If
necessary, you can weave the wire around
again, which will start to form a wire mesh
underneath the flower. See Photos 17 - 20.
You can reinforce any continuous technique.

Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20

NOTE: This is not a technique that I learned
from books or other designer’s tutorials and I
am not sure if anyone else even uses it at all in
their patterns. So, just like centering the unit
stem wire, it will be up to your own judgment.
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Combining Continuous Units
Sometimes two unit stem wires aren’t enough to support petal units made with continuous techniques. In
this case, it’s possible to divide the unit into two separate pieces and then weave them together to both
reinforce the wires between petals, and add a couple extra stem wires to support the whole unit. This process
is very similar to Reinforcing Large Units, and will work with any continuous technique.
1. While making the units, leave the working end of the wires a little longer than normal. The exact length
will depend on the size of the unit.
2. Weave the working wire on one unit around each of the petals in the second unit. (Photo 21)
3. Weave the working wire on the second unit around the petals in the first unit. (Photo 22) You can weave
around again with both wires if necessary.
4. Twist the working wires of each unit together with it’s own starting tail. (Photo 23)
5. Twist the four wires together near the center if necessary.
NOTE: This is another one of those things that patterns may or may not tell you to do. If you ever feel it
necessary, do it.

Photo 21

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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LESSON TWO: CONTINUOUS CROSSOVER LOOPS
TERMS TO REMEMBER
� Crossover Loops
� CCL
� Starting Loop

Continuous Crossover Loops (sometimes abbreviated as CCL) is
usually continuous, but the loops can be used individually for buds or
stamen.
The standard form of Crossover has 4 rows—or two loops—of beads.
The first loop is the starting loop, and the second loop of beads crosses
over the front and down the back of the starting loop. A pattern that uses
Continuous Crossover Loops will look something like this:

Make 1: 7x CCL, 1 ¼ inches (3.2 cm) of beads for the starting loop.

For this exercise, use 26 or 24 gauge wire and
approximately 4 grams of beads. Follow the sample
pattern above. I am using a non-matching wire to make
the wire paths more visible.
1. String all the seed beads onto the wire.
2. Leave a small tail wire, then form a Loop using 1 ¼
inches (3.2 cm) of beads. Twist the wires only one or
two full rotations below the loop. More twists here will
leave extra wire bulk that is harder to conceal in
Crossover Loops. Mold the starting loop so it is long
and thin, with only a little empty space in the middle
(Photo 1).

Photo 1

Photo 2

3. Feed more beads from the spool and bring the wire over
the front of the starting loop. Measure out the beads
needed to reach the top center of the starting loop. The
bottom of this row of beads should be is even with, or
slightly above the bottom of the starting loop. If the
beads extend below the starting loop, it will be harder to
shape the finished petals, and it will be less attractive.
Likewise, the top of this row of beads should be even
with, or slightly below the top center of the starting
loop. If they extend above the loop the wire will not be
held securely between beads. (Photo 2)
4. Fold a bare section of wire over the top of the starting
loop, making sure the wire fits snugly between two
beads in the center of the loop (Photo 3).
5. Keep tension on the wire so it doesn't slip out of place or
loosen, and so gaps don't form between the beads. Fold
the wire over the back of the starting loop (Photo 4).
Photo 3

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 8

6. Feed more beads from the spool and push them all the way against the top center on the back of the
starting loop. Measure out the beads needed to reach the bottom wire. They should not extend below the
starting loop (Photo 5).
7. Tie off the working wire by wrapping it twice around the bottom wire just below the starting loop. Keep
the wraps tight and close together. (Photo 6) Alternatively, you could twist the two wires below two or
three times.
8. Leave a small space in the wire, then form the starting loop for
the second petal using 1 ¼ inches of beads (Photo 7).
9. Repeat steps 3-8 until you have seven petals total (Photo 8).
10. The petals will look a little more cylindrical at first. Gently flatten
the rows of beads in the petals so they lay side-by-side by
pressing them between your thumb and forefinger.
11. Close the unit by wrapping the Working Wire around the first
petal and bringing it to the underside of the petal.
NOTE: Notice that just like with the larger CL unit from Lesson One,
the two wires are off to the side of the unit (Photo 9), which will
make it harder to center the unit on a flower stem wire.

Photo 9

12. To center the wires, cross the working wire over the bottom of the unit and loop it around one of the
petals on the opposite side. (Photo 10).
13. Bring the tail and working wires together in the center beneath the unit and twist them together to make
the unit stem wire. (Photo 11)
Photo 12 shows the finished CCL unit.

Photo 10

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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LESSON THREE: CONTINUOUS WRAPAROUND LOOPS
TERMS TO REMEMBER
� Wraparound Loops
� CWL
� Bottom Wire
� Pointed Bottom (PB)
� Round Bottom (RB)

Continuous Wraparound Loops are often abbreviated in French
Beading patterns as CWL. Like Crossover Loops, Wraparound Loops begin
with a starting loop, with more loops of beads wrapped around the outside
edges.
With Continuous Wraparound Loops, we start to see how to change the
petal shape by wrapping at different angles. Wrapping at the Bottom Wire or the wire below the loop - at a 45 degree angle will produce a Pointed
Bottom (PB). Wrapping at the Bottom Wire at a 90 degree angle will
produce a Round Bottom (RB).

Sample Pattern:
Make 1: 5x 3 row (or triple) CWL using 11 beads for the starting loop, PB.

For this exercise use 26 or 24 gauge (0.4 - 0.5 mm) copper
core wire and approximately 5 grams of size 11/0 beads.
1. String all the beads onto the wire.
2. Leave a 2 inch (5 cm) tail wire before making an
11 bead loop (Photo 1). Only twist below the loop
one full rotation (two twists). Twisting more in
CWL will leave more exposed wires between
rows.

Photo 1

Photo 2

TIP: I like to rotate my petal with one hand while
I wrap the row around it with the other hand,
which helps fit the next row exactly around the
previous one.

3. Feed more beads down the working wire and wrap
them around the outer edge of the starting loop.
Keep this row of beads directly beside the starting
loop. If they are too far apart the petals will have
visible gaps between rows. If they are too close,
the rows of beads will bunch up on top of each
other. Measure the beads needed to reach the
Bottom Wire. Cross the working wire over the
front of the Bottom Wire, creating a 45 degree
angle (Photo 2)
4. Wrap the working wire around the bottom wire
once. As you cross back over the front of the
bottom wire, angle the working wire upward to
complete the point and start the point of the next
row (Photo 3).
5. Feed more beads down the Working Wire from
the spool. Wrap another row of beads around the
outer edge of the previous row. At the Bottom
Wire, wrap at a 45 degree angle to make a Pointed
Bottom. The petal now has all three rows of beads.
To secure the working wire, wrap it tightly around
the bottom wire below the petal twice, keeping the
wraps close together. (Photo 4).

Photo 3

Photo 4

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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TIP: Notice in Photo 5 that I've turned
the second petal at a 90 degree angle
from the first petal. This keeps the bottom
wire for the second petal straight while
wrapping on rows of beads, which makes
it easier to measure out the correct
amount of beads for each row and
prevents a lopsided petal.
Photo 5

Photo 6

6. To begin the second petal you will need to leave a length of bare wire below the starting loop. This will
be the second petal's bottom wire. The length should be the same length as the bottom wire in the first
petal, plus a tiny bit extra. (Photo 5).
7. Repeat steps 3-6 to until you have five petals total. (Photo 6)
8. Close the unit the same way you would a Continuous Loop unit. Cross
the working wire over the top of the first petal and wrap around it once.
Then twist the wires together beneath the unit.
Photo 7 shows the finished petal unit.

Round Bottom
To make a round bottom (RB), there is one simple change to the angle of
the wraps. Instead of crossing over the bottom wire at a 45 degree angle, cross
over at a 90 degree angle as shown in Photo 8.

Photo 7

I personally find that with small petals, it doesn't make a great deal of
difference, so I always make mine with a pointed bottom. If you compare
Photo 9 below with the pointed petals above in Photo 7 you'll notice that they
look almost the same. But the difference does become more noticeable when
making petals larger than three rows. See Photo 10 for a shape comparison of
larger CWL with a round bottom and pointed bottom.
However, since I developed the Continuous Basic Frame technique several
years back, which is taught in the Intermediate Course on my website, I rarely
use Continuous Wraparound Loops for anything larger than a few rows. If you
do make 4+ rows, I recommend lacing them as the rows tend to separate. You
can learn all about lacing in Lesson Six.
Photo 8

Photo 9

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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LESSON FOUR: FRINGE
TERMS TO REMEMBER
� Twisted Fringe
� Wire-Back
� Fringe Loops
� Loop Fringe
� Branching Fringe

There are two basic types of Fringes - Twisted Fringes and Wire-Back
Fringes. I should note that most designers do not call them by these names.
They are both generally just called Fringe, or nothing at all. These
techniques are very commonly used to make flower stamen and other small
pieces.

Twisted Fringe
The Twisted Fringe variety is very simply a bead or a loop of beads on a long twisted stem of wire. These
can be continuous or single.
Sample Pattern
Make 1: 6x ½ inch (1.3 cm) Twisted Fringes with 3 beads at the tip.

For this exercise, we will use 28 gauge (0.315 mm) wire because it's easier to twist. The beads are size
11/0. You will also need a ruler!
1. String 18 beads onto the 28 gauge wire. You can
leave the wire attached to the spool.
2. Leave a 2 inch (5 cm) tail wire, which will be the
unit stem wire after the piece is complete.
3. Measure out another 1 inch (2.5 cm) of wire. Use
your fingernail to make a little notch at the
beginning and end of the 1 inch section of wire.
This will help match up the two sides later. Slide 3
of the beads from the spool onto this section of
wire. (Photo 1)

Photo 1

NOTE: Notice that the wire we measure out is 1 inch
long. When we fold it in half to twist it, the result is a
�⁄� inch fringe. Some patterns will tell you how much
wire to measure out, and others will tell you the
finished length of the fringe.
4. Fold the wire exactly in half, matching up the
notches in the wire. Make sure the 3 beads are
caught in the middle. Twist the two wires below,
starting at the notches and moving up to the beads
(Photos 2 & 3). This completes the first fringe.

Photo 2

Photo 3

NOTE: Some find it easier to first cross the wires directly below the beads, then twist down to the bottom of
the fringe instead of starting at the bottom. Try both to see which method suits you better.
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Photo 4

Photo 5

5. Measure another 1 inch (2.5 cm) of wire and make a
notch on the working end at the 1 inch mark. Slide 3
more beads down from the spool. (Photo 4)
6. Match the notch in the wire with the base of the first
fringe and make sure the 3 beads are positioned in the
center. Twist the two wires below the beads together
tightly against the base of the first fringe. (Photo 5)
Photo 6

7. Repeat until you have 6 total twisted fringes. (Photo
6)

8. Close the unit into a circle by wrapping the working wire around the first fringe once (Photo 7). Measure
out 2 inches (5 cm) of working wire and clip from the spool.
9. Twist the tail wire and working wire together below the unit. You do not need to twist all the way down,
just an inch or so. Leave the rest untwisted.
The finished unit is shown in Photos 8 & 9.

Photo 7
Photo 8

Photo 9

NOTE: Just like with other continuous techniques, if the unit has a larger number of fringes, simply twisting
the two wires together on the side of the unit will make it harder to center it on the flower stem wire. Center
the unit stem wire by looping the working wire around one fringe on the opposite side of the unit. Then bring
both wires together in the center and twist.

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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Wire-Back Fringe
There is an old rule in French Beading that says the wire can only pass through the beads once to qualify
as the French method. The Wire-Back Fringe breaks that rule, since the wire will have to pass through the
beads twice. It allows you to make fringes that are made entirely of beads, instead of exposed twists of wire.
Because the wire passes through the beads twice, you will need to make sure the wire you are using will
fit through the beads twice. For size 11/0 seed beads it's usually a 28 gauge (0.315 mm) wire.
Sample Pattern:
Make 1: 8x 10-bead Fringes
For this exercise, use 28 gauge wire and < 1 gram size 11/0 seed beads.
1. Do not string any the beads on the spool of wire. Cut a 14 inch (35.6
cm) length of wire from the spool.
2. String 10 beads onto the wire and slide them down approximately 2
inches (5 cm) from one end.
3. Skipping the 10th bead, insert the working end of the wire back down
through the bottom 9 beads (Photo 10). You should be going back
down the way the wire came out. The first bead will act as a stopper at
the tip of the fringe so the wire doesn’t slide all the way out.

Photo 10

Photo 11

4. Hold the 9 beads in place so they don't move
around on the wire. Pull the working wire all the
way through to tighten the fringe. (Photo 11)
5. Add 10 more beads to the working wire for the
second fringe. Turn them at a 90 degree angle
from the first fringe. This shortens the wire that
is between the fringes to keep them close
together. Skip the top bead and insert the
working wire into the 9 beads below (Photo 12).

Photo 12

Photo 13

6. Pinch both the first and second fringe between your thumb and forefinger on one hand to hold them in
place. Then pull the working wire through to tighten the second fringe (Photo 13).
7. Continue making 10 bead fringes until there are 8 total on the wire (Photo 14).
8. Close the unit by wrapping the working wire once around the first fringe, then center the wire below
following the instructions for centering stem wires in the Continuous Loop lesson.
The finished unit is shown
in Photo 15.

Photo 14
Photo 15

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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Working with Long Wire-Back Fringes
Whenever you’re working with a pattern that uses Wire-Back Fringes that are really long, you may find
that your working wire starts kinking more easily at the tips where you’re trying to shove it through a long
line of beads. In this case, I find it easier to move the beads onto the working wire, rather than trying to slide
the wire through the beads. I am demonstrating with short fringes just so all the parts will fit inside a decent
sized photo.
Before you begin, you will need to cut the wire a little longer to allow yourself a little more slack.
1. Make the first fringe by stringing all the beads for the fringe. Move the last bead out of the way, and
position the working wire just above the beads in the wire-back portion of the fringe. Slide the beads up
onto the working wire, and move them around until the fringe is positioned approximately 2 inches (5
cm) from one end of the wire. Pull the working wire through to tighten the fringe.
2. For all of the following fringes, add all the beads for the fringe at once. Pull the tip stopper bead out of
the way and further down the working wire. Fold the working wire on itself and position the end of the
wire above the beads in the wire-back portion of the fringe. (Photo 16)
3. Slide the beads up onto the doubled working wire. (Photo 17)

Photo 16

Photo 17

4. Once the beads are all the way up above the end of the working wire, pull the working wire down until it
is past the first fringe. (Photo 18)
5. Move the beads back down into position at the bottom of the first fringe. (Photo 19)

Photo 18

Photo 19

7. Pull the working wire all the way through to
tighten the first bead that you skipped into position
at the tip of the fringe. (Photo 20)
8. Repeat for all remaining fringes.

Photo 20

© 2020 Lauren Harpster. All rights reserved.
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Next, let’s take a look at some creative ways to use Wire-Back Fringes.

Loop Fringes
Loop Fringes are another great way to make a
different style of stamen. You only need to make one
simple alteration to a regular Wire-Back Fringe.Instead
of skipping one bead at the tip of the fringe, skip as
many as you want to include in the loop. I like odd
numbers so a bead ends up in the middle of the loop
instead of a bare spot of wire.
1. Add 22 beads to the wire.
2. Skip the last 7 beads, then wire back down through
the bottom 15 beads. (Photo 21)
3. Repeat to make as many Loop Fringes as you’d like.
(Photo 22)

Photo 21

Photo 22

Fringe Loops
This is a great way to make sepals for tiny
flowers. Basically, it's the opposite of the Loop
Fringes. There is fringe at the tip of a loop. The
photos below show a 4 bead fringe in the middle of a
14 bead loop, which sits atop a 1-bead fringe.
1. Add 12 beads to the wire.
2. Skip the top bead and wire back through 3 beads
(making a 4 bead fringe) (Photo 23). You will
have 8 beads left on the tail wire.

Photo 23

3. Add 7 beads to the working end of the wire to
make the second half of the loop.

Photo 24

4. Insert the end of the working wire into the
bottom bead on the first half of the loop to make
a 1-bead wire-back fringe at the bottom of the
loop. (Photo 24)
5. Pull tight to finish the Fringe Loop. (Photo 25)
Alternatively, you can leave off the 1-bead wireback at the bottom and just twist the two wires
together below (Photo 26)

Photo 25
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Branching Fringe
Yet another way to use wire-back fringes is
to make one fringe inside of another fringe to
make branching fringes.
1. Measure and cut about 10 inches (25.4 cm)
of bare wire from the spool.
2. String 14 beads onto the wire. Skip the top
bead and wire-back through 6 beads below
(Photo 27). There will be 7 beads left on
the tail wire. Leave them alone for now, but
make a loop in the end of your tail wire so
they don’t fall off.

Photo 27

Photo 28

3. Add 7 more beads to the working wire and make a second fringe beside the first one (Photo 28).
4. Wire-back through the 7 beads that were leftover in step 2 (Photo 29). You will end up with a Y-shaped
fringe.
5. Add 14 more beads to the working wire to start the second Y. Complete the first 7 bead fringe by
skipping the first bead and wiring back through 6 beads. You will need to keep this second Y very close
to the first Y to prevent gaps in the wire between them (Photo 30).

Photo 30

Photo 31

Photo 29

6. Add 7 beads to the working wire. Skip the first bead and
wire back through 6 beads to make the second fringe in
the second Y.
7. Wire back through the 7 beads below to complete the
second Y (Photos 31 & 32).

Photo 32
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LESSON FIVE: BASIC FRAME
TERMS TO REMEMBER
� Basic Frame (BF)
� Top Wire
� Bottom Wire
� Basic Row (BR)
� Bottom Loop
� Working Wire
� Round Bottom (RB)
� Pointed Bottom (PB)
� Round Top (RT)
� Pointed Top (PT)
� One Bottom Wire
� Two Bottom Wires
� Three Bottom Wires
� Reverse Wrap (RW)

Basic Frame (sometimes abbreviated as BF) is the most commonly
used French Beading technique.
A Basic Frame petal begins with a Basic Row (or BR) in the center of
the leaf or petal. When counting rows, the Basic Row is row number 1. All
of the other rows are wrapped around the Basic Row along two axis wires:
the Top Wire (also called the Basic Wire) - which is above the Basic Row and the Bottom Wire - which is below the Basic Row. Each pass over either
axis counts as another row.
Photo 1 shows the four basic shapes that can be created on a Basic
Frame. These leaves were all made with a 9 row Basic Frame, 10 bead Basic
Row, changing only the angle of the wraps to make different shapes. In
patterns that are written in shorthand, these shapes will be designated by the
letters “P” for pointed, or “R” for round. This letter will be paired with
either a “B” for bottom, or “T” for top, which tells you which end to make
in that shape.

RB PT
�
�
�
�

PB PT RB RT PB RT

To make a Pointed Top (PT), wrap at the Top Wire
at a 45 degree angle.
To make a Round Top (RT), wrap at the Top Wire at
a 90 degree angle.
To make a Pointed Bottom (PB), wrap at the Bottom
Wire at a 45 degree angle.
To make a Round Bottom (RB), wrap at the Bottom
Wire at a 90 degree angle.
Photo 1

Sample Pattern:
Make 1: 9 row BF, 10 bead BR, PT RB.
� Reduce to two bottom wires.

For this exercise, use 24 gauge (0.5 mm) copper core wire and a few
grams of size 11/0 seed beads. Follow the sample pattern above.
1. String all of the beads onto the spool of wire, then make a small loop in
the end of the wire. This acts as a stopper to prevent the beads from
sliding off.
2. Count out 10 beads for the Basic Row from the spool and slide them
toward the end of the wire. Leave a small length of wire above. This will
be the Top Wire (also called the Basic Wire).
3. Make a loop in the wire below the Basic Row by crossing the wire over
itself directly below the Basic Row (Photo 2).
Photo 2
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4. To complete the frame, pinch and hold right
where the two wires cross with one hand, then
twist the loop below with the other hand. (Photo
3)
TIP: Keep the twists in these wires nice and smooth.
To do this, use your forefinger and thumb to open up
the bottom loop in a v-shape. Make sure the two
wires that make up the loop are at the same angle
from where the twisted wire forms. Pull down on
these wires with equal pressure while you twist.
Photo 3

Photo 4 shows the finished Basic Frame. Take note
of the "anatomy".
• In the center is a row of 10 beads. This is the
Basic Row, or row number 1.
• Above the Basic Row is the Top Wire.
• Right below the Basic Row is the Working Wire.
This should still be attached to the spool and
strung with beads.
• Below the Working Wire is a twisted double
wire which is the Bottom Wire. This will
become the leaf's stem wire which will attach it
to the flower stem.
• Below the Bottom Wire is the Loop, which will
also be part of the leaf’s unit stem wire.
Photo 4
5. Feed more beads down the Working Wire until they are flush
against the frame. Fold the beads up directly beside the Basic
Row toward the Top Wire.
6. Measure the beads needed to reach the Top Wire. The pattern
tells us to make a Pointed Top. Cross the Working Wire over the
front of the Top Wire, making a 45 degree angle with the Top
Wire (Photo 5).
7. Wrap around the Top Wire. As you bring the Working Wire
back to the front of the leaf, angle it down, making another 45
degree angle with the Basic Row (Photo 6).This completes row
2.
8. Feed more beads down the Working Wire and lay them flat
against the other side of the Basic Row, pointing toward the
Bottom Wire.
Photo 5

Photo 6
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TIP: I rotate my piece while I'm wrapping rows so I am always
working at the top, which is why Photos 7 and 8 are up-side
down. I find it is much easier to wrap this way.
9. Measure the beads needed to reach the Bottom Wire. The
pattern tells us to make a Round Bottom. Cross the
Working Wire over the front of the Bottom Wire, making a
90 degree angle (Photo 7).
10.Wrap around the Bottom Wire, maintaining a 90 degree
angle as the Working Wire crosses back over the front
(Photo 8). The leaf now has 3 rows of beads.
Photo 7

Photo 8

11. Continue wrapping rows until you have 9 total, or 4 rows on each side of the
Basic Row (Photo 9). Remember to wrap at a 45 degree angle at the Top
Wire, and a 90 degree at the Bottom Wire. Make certain to keep track of
which side of the petal is the front, and which is the back. The wire wraps
and the top and bottom wires should only show on the back side.
NOTE: It is important to keep the Top and Bottom Wires of the frame straight
while you wrap rows. If you allow the wires to bend, the leaf will end up lopsided. If they do bend out of place, gently pull the Top and Bottom Wires in
opposite directions at the same time to straighten them.

Photo 9

12. After completing the required number of
rows, "tie off" the Working Wire by wrapping
it twice below the last row on the Bottom
Wire. These wraps should be tight and close
together. (Photo 10)

Photo 10

13. The pattern says to "reduce to two Bottom Wires". To do this, simply use
some wire cutters to carefully remove the Working Wire. Clip it very
close to the Bottom Wire (Photo 11).
14. Twist the two remaining Bottom Wires together
approximately 1 inch (2.5 cm) below the leaf. Leave the
rest untwisted. Cut the bottom loop open and trim the
wires to different lengths - this will help keep the flower
stem tidy during assembly. Cut the Top Wire short,
approximately ¼ inch (6 mm) (Photo 12). Then fold it
down against the back of the leaf.
Note: As you twist the bottom wires down, try to keep the
twists smooth, just like when you constructed the frame.
Any lumps in the petal or leaf stem wires will make lumps
on the finished flower stem.
Photo 11
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The front of the finished leaf is shown in Photo 13. The back
of the leaf is shown in Photo 14. Notice that the top and bottom
wires, along with all the wire wraps, are only visible on the back
of the leaf.

Photo 13

Photo 15

Photo 14

Different sizes of petals and leaves require a different amount
of support to prevent them from drooping. Reducing the number
of stem wires when you can helps keep the flower stem thin.

•

Reduce to 1 Bottom Wire- Only do this for very small parts that don't need a great
deal of support. To do this, remove the working wire, then separate the wires in the
loop and carefully cut one of them just below the wraps in the working wire "tie
off". I do not recommend reducing to 1 bottom wire for pieces with just 3 rows.
There are not enough twists between the bottom of the basic row and the bottom of
the petal to hold it together. A leaf with 1 bottom wire is shown in Photo 15.

•

Reduce to 2 Bottom Wires - for small or medium pieces. This is shown in the
Basic Frame technique instructions on page 34.

•

3 Bottom Wires - Heavier medium to large
sized pieces will need 3 bottom wires to
prevent them from drooping. Just like
constructing the initial frame, we want to keep
this wire as smooth as possible to prevent
lumps on the flower stem. Untwist any sections
of the bottom wire that are twisted, and
straighten them as best you can. Then line the
working wire up in between the two bottom
wires, and pull down while twisting them
together. A leaf with 3 bottom wires is shown
in Photos 16 & 17.

Photo 16

Photo 17

Reverse Wrap
A Reverse Wrap is a simple modification of the Basic Frame
where you wrap around one of the frame wires by crossing over
the back of the wire, while wrapping the other frame wire over the
normally by crossing over the front of the wire. This will make the
wire wraps exposed on opposite sides of the petal. Look at Photos
18 and 19. They show two sides of the same leaf. On one side, the
wires are exposed on the top. On the other side, the wires are
exposed on the bottom. This technique helps conceal frame wires
when both sides of the petal would be visible in the finished
flower. This may sometimes be abbreviated in patterns as RW.
Photo 18

Photo 19
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LESSON SIX: LACING
TERMS TO REMEMBER
� Lacing
� Lace-as-you-go

Simply put, lacing is sewing across a petal or leaf with a thin gauge of
wire. Photo 1 shows a petal that is unlaced. Even if your technique is perfect
the rows of beads in petals over a certain size will separate, leaving the petal
looking unkempt. Shaping the petal into a more natural shape with bends and
twists and folds creates a disastrous mess. We fix this problem with Lacing.

Lacing is used to prepare our flower components for assembly. It’s one of the things
that many French Beaded Flower artists love to hate, and hate to love. Why? Because it
can be a real pain in the fingers. However, it vastly improves the appearance of flowers
by keeping the rows nice and tidy, and by allowing you to shape flower components into
more natural shapes without getting a mess of beads and wire. Don’t skip the lacing!
Not everything needs to be laced. Each artist has their own set of rules for when to
lace. These are mine:
•
•
•
•
•

Lace anything that is 11+ rows wide. (You don’t always have to lace at 11 rows, so
decide those on a case-by-case basis.)
Lace anything that is over 2 inches (5 cm) long, no matter how many rows.
Lace any piece that will endure a large amount of shaping (bending and molding
pieces into natural shapes).
For long petals and leaves, lace once for every 1 to 1 �⁄� inches (2.5 - 3.8 cm) along
the Basic Row.
Lace whenever YOU feel it’s necessary, even if a pattern doesn’t call for it!

Photo 1
For this exercise, make a Basic Frame leaf with 24 gauge (.5 mm) wire in any shape and with any size
basic row that is at least 13 rows wide. Use 30-32 gauge (0.2 - 0.25 mm) copper core wire to lace. I
recommend using a color of wire that closely matches the beads, if you can find it. I will be using a
mismatched color so you can see it more easily in pictures.
1. To begin, cut a length of 30-32 gauge wire that is approximately 2 �⁄� times the width of the leaf. Fold the
wire in half.
2. Insert the wire into the front of the petal, with one wire end on each side of the Basic Row (Photo 2).
3. Pull both wire ends all the way through to the back of the petal. (Photo 3). The center fold in the lacing
wire should "catch" between two beads on the Basic Row.
4. Cross the wires on the back of the petal so they switch places (Photo 4).

Photo 2
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Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

5. Still looking at the back of the petal, select one of the wire ends and
insert it between the first and second rows of beads (Photo 5). Pull
the wire all the way through to the front of the petal.
6. Flip to look at the front of the petal. Insert the end of the wire
between the Basic row and the first row beside it (Photo 6). Pull the
wire all the way through to the back, making a complete loop around
the first row of beads beside the Basic Row (Photo 7). If you are
familiar with sewing or embroidery, this is very similar to backstitch. Check the front of the leaf to make sure the wire is tightly
between two beads. On the front side, you shouldn’t see much wire just an almost imperceptible loop around the row. On the back there
will be a wire crossing over between the Basic Row and the row
beside it.
Photo 8

7. Repeat, skipping over a row with every loop of the lacing wire until
all the rows are sewn together. If you've done it correctly, the lacing
wire should only show on the back of the petal. (Photo 8)
TIP: I find it very helpful to use my thumbnail to mark the petal just
below the lacing line. Not only does this pinch and hold the rows
together while you lace, but it also helps guide the lacing wire between
the correct beads (Photo 9).

Photo 9
8. When you reach the outer edge of the petal, wrap the lacing wire
twice around the last row of beads to secure it (Photo 10). Use
wire cutters to clip it close against the petal. If there is a tiny tail
of wire left, fold it down between the beads with pliers or a
fingernail.
Photo 10
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9. Repeat with the other wire end to lace
the other half of the petal. (Photo 11) I
tend to flip my petal upside-down to
lace the second side because it is easier
for me if I move right-to-left.
Photo 12 shows the back of the finished
petal. The lacing wire should only show on
the back.
Notice in Photo 13 that rows still stay
mostly together when you twist and shape
the petals.

Photo 11

Photo 12

Most of the time you will lace straight across a petal
or leaf. Beads won’t always line up exactly to get a
perfectly straight line across, but do try to get it as
straight as you can.
Other times you may need to lace in a v-shape,
especially near the top or bottom tips of a leaf. This is
done exactly the same way as regular lacing, just lace at
an angle rather than straight across. Photo 14 shows an
example of a leaf with a v-shaped lacing line.
Sometimes my patterns will have dashed lines like
these to tell you where to place the lacing wires.
NOTE: You can also lace from one side of the leaf to
the other side, instead of starting in the middle.
However, because my hands are small, I find it harder
to hold the piece and all the rows in place while lacing
that way.

Photo 13
Photo 14

Lace-As-You-Go
When making very long or very wide petals and leaves, it can
be difficult to get the rows of beads to line up nicely. For these
pieces, it is very helpful to lace them while you make them, rather
than waiting until you have all the rows finished. Lacing during
construction is called Lace-as-you-go. Some French Beading
artists choose to lace all of their pieces this way, no matter the size.
1. Wrap the first three rows of a leaf. Then add in the lacing
wire(s) exactly as you would with regular lacing. Lace all the
rows you already have (Photo 15). Because this is a long leaf, it
requires three lacing wires.
Photo 15
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Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

2. After the lacing wires are in place you can continue adding rows. Measure the beads needed to reach the
first lacing wire, hold tension on the beads so no gaps form between them, and loop the lacing wire
around. (Photo 16)
3. Measure the beads needed to reach the next lacing wire, hold tension, and loop the lacing wire around
(Photo 17).
4. Repeat until you reach the end of the row, then wrap the working wire around the top or bottom wire to
secure the row. (Photo 18)
5. Repeat on all the remaining rows.
For shorter pieces that you need to lace-as-you-go, you can carefully measure out the beads needed for
the full row and wrap at the Top or Bottom Wire, then go back through and loop all the lacing wires around
it before moving on to the next row.
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